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SUBJECT CENTRE FOR LANGUAGES, LINGUISTICS AND AREA STUDIES

SOUTHAMPTON ADVISORY GROUP

MINUTES OF THE MEETING ON 7 NOVEMBER 2001

CAREERS CONFERENCE ROOM, HIGHFIELD CAMPUS

Present
Dr Clare Mar Molinero (Chair) CMM, Ms Sheila Corrall SC, Ms Alison Dickens AD, Dr Sally Keenan SK, Professor Michael Kelly MHK, Ms Veronica Oldfield VO, Mr Adam Warren AW, Ms Vicky Wright VW, Ms Elizabeth Ashurst (Secretary) EJA

1.	Introductions and apologies for absence
	Apologies were received from Ms Dilly Fung, Professor Kate McLuskie, Professor Ros Mitchell, Ms Jackie Rafferty,  
	
	Since new members have joined the Advisory Group this academic year, all members present introduced themselves and explained their role in the University and/or Subject Centre
	
2.	Report on recent Subject Centre activities and forthcoming events
	The Strategy document was discussed.  SC suggested that the term ‘key infrastructure’ was a rather passive definition of the Subject Centre.  MHK pointed out that the LTSN were keen that Subject Centres should be viewed as permanent establishments rather than fixed term projects.  It was agreed that ‘network’ would be a more appropriate noun to use.  The Subject Centre staff agreed to consider whether the strategic aims needed to be re-ordered and to decide which nouns needed to be emboldened in strategic aim 3.  The Subject Centre would present any revisions to the Strategy to the LTSN at the next reporting date, January 2002.
	Action EJA
	Recent events
	The Subject Centre team reported on some of the events which had taken place or were due to occur shortly.  
	
	Curriculum 2000
	VW reported that the Curriculum 2000 event on 19 October had been a useful event for all who had attended as the programme specifications and the tarifs for the new AS and A2 qualifications were not well known.  Although 50 people had attended the event, it was disappointing that more institutions had not sent a representative.  It was therefore suggested that the event might be repeated.  The Subject Centre newsletter, due to be published in January 2002 would contain a supplement on Curriculum 2000 would include some FAQs.  The Subject Centre would gauge from response to the Supplement if there was interest for a sequel event to Curriculum 2000 focusing on the content of the curriculum.  It was also noted that the QCA were refining their strategy at the end of December this year.  
	
	Using Languages Portfolios
	VW provided some background information on language portfolios.  The portfolio comprises a language passport which gives a summary of relevant qualifications, a biography of the person’s language learning history and a dossier of examples of work.  The portfolio can be used for learners at primary schools to adult education.  A European generic version has been produced and national versions are now being drawn up.  The Languages National Training Organisation (LNTO) has validated a vocational portfolio.  The Subject Centre event on 1 November was aimed at gauging interest in producing a version suitable for HE.  A report of the event would be placed on the Subject Centre website.  
	
	VO pointed out that the University was aiming to introduce progress files for all students from 2004 – the portfolio could be part of the progress files for all SML students.  VO explained that the QAA had recommended that the introduction of progress files should be established nationally.  Such files would include a transcript of students’ results and a personal development plan to encourage students to reflect on skills.  The strengthening of the role of personal tutors would be important to ensure that there was strong engagement between staff and students in the developing of the files.  VW pointed out that such a system was already in place at Manchester University.
	
	It was agreed that the Subject Centre should discuss with Fiona Crozier at the QAA what links could be established between the European Languages Portfolio and the development of personal development plans.  
	Action: Subject Centre team
	
	Benchmarking meeting 1 November 2001 
	AD reported that a meeting had been convened between the Chairs of the three benchmarking groups (Languages, Linguistics, Area Studies) as the Chair of the Languages Group had been concerned about the way languages competencies had been described in the Area Studies statement.  The meeting had been useful in establishing areas of difference and those of overlap.  VW felt the benchmarking process had been worthwhile even though the benchmarking statement may not serve its original purpose as part of academic review.
	
	International Symposium on Multilingualism in Europe 26 September 2001 
	This had been a very successful event with 78 people attending.  It was jointly run between the School of Modern Languages, the Subject Centre and Southampton City council.  VW reported that 26 September had been designated as the European day of languages from now on.
	
	Forthcoming events
	Marketing and recruitment
	The Subject Centre outlined their plans to support colleagues across the sector in marketing language study.  A pack of materials for marketing was being produced which would be distributed to HE languages departments.  The Subject Centre was meeting with Embassies at the end of November to discuss the production of such packs.  VO reported that she had links with the Southern schools careers advisers and the Independent schools careers advisers if the Subject Centre wished to consult with them to ascertain the needs of staff in schools. UCAS had proposed to the Subject Centre that an event might be held for schools careers advisers to brief them on language study at university.  It was agreed that UCAS should take the lead on such an event and that the Subject Centre would provide support.
	
	2002 Conference: Setting the agenda: teaching languages, linguistics and area studies in Higher Education
	In 2000 the 10 languages FDTL projects who had worked together during the term of their projects had agreed to hold a teaching and learning conference in partnership with the Centre for Information on Language Teaching and Research (CILT).  The 2002 conference had evolved from this original conference.  Eighty proposals had been submitted, some of which had been sent back for reconsideration. 
	
	CMM pointed out that, for the School, it was strategically important to emphasise the importance of the research into teaching aspect of the Subject Centre’s work.  
	
	Language related studies
	AD reported that the first meeting of the Special Interest Group for related studies was being held that week to support the literary studies aspect of language degree programmes. In addition to this, two events were being planned with the English Subject Centre.  
	
3.	Projects
	LTSN funded projects.  AD and VW provided additional information on the projects which were being financed by additional funding from the LTSN. 
	
	Materials bank
	AD reported that the Subject Centre had identified those departments we had not heard from and sent a message to establish a key contact.  In addition to this a message had been sent out to the Subject Centre contacts list asking if they had teaching materials that they would be happy to make available on the web.  So far 25 people had responded.
	
	Web guide
	VW reported that the Materials bank project and the Web guide project were working closely together.  The editorial board of the web guide were commissioning articles on key themes which were subject to peer review.  Below the top level of commissioned articles there would be case studies.  
	
	VW and AD were working with colleagues in ECS to decide whether Ontoportal was the appropriate software to use for organising the outputs of the projects on the web.
	
	Collaboration Programme
	EJA explained that the UCML and the Subject Centre had bid jointly to the HEFCE Restructuring and Collaboration Fund for the Collaboration Programme in Modern Languages in Higher Education.  The funding for the Programme is £482K over three years the majority of which is disbursed to 10 sub projects involving a total of 30 institutions.  The Programme is one of the most complex projects financed by the fund but represents an exciting exploration of different models of collaboration.
	
	E Languages Initiative
	MHK reported that this had originally been a project dealing with e learning in Modern Foreign Languages.  The Steering Group for the e-languages project was chaired by Martin Harris but the direction of the project had changed since the Steering Group was first convened.  The e-university had proved to be the only source of HEFCE related funding.  Since the e-university is only interested in commercial ventures, it had been agreed that the project would be led with a commercial EFL proposal linked to an MFL proposal.  At present, the Steering Group was waiting for feedback to the project proposal from HEFCE.  A new management team for the e-university would be in place in January 2002 – they may have a different view of the e languages initiative.
	
	Resource bank
	MHK explained that this was the nub of the original idea ie the concept of a language house to store materials for IWLP language study. This may be financed with EU funding and would be housed in Southampton.
	
4.	Relations with Faculty and University bodies
	MHK explained that the Subject Centre had now established a good reputation across the country.  It would be expected that the Subject Centre should be in a position to enhance the School of Modern Languages and the university more generally as well as fulfilling its national remit.  It would therefore be important to consider how academic units across the University might link more closely with the Subject Centre.  The following proposals were made:
	
	That the Subject Centre promote the idea that the University should consider languages as a key skill for both undergraduate and postgraduate study.  VO explained that at present she and Geraldine Price were working on reports on key skills which would contain recommendations to be presented to LTSQ.  The Subject Centre should also support any measures taken to promote and develop the Socrates scheme.  
	
	That the Subject Centre contribute to the enhancement of the research profile of the School of Modern Languages.  In this context, MHK reported that he had been discussing with Mike Grenfell a proposal for research into the transition from school to university and that the Subject Centre was also supporting a project proposed by Ros Mitchell.  The Subject Centre were also considering a possible bid to the ESRC teaching and learning development fund.
	
	That language study be built into the vision statement currently being produced by the Learning Resources sub committee.
	
5.	Any other business
	No items were taken under ‘any other business’
	
6.	Date of the next meeting
It was agreed that the next meeting would be in May 2002 and that EJA would circulate further details nearer the time.
Action EJA

